
A BS T RAC T

A research project in the paper conservation laboratory
of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco involved issues
surrounding storage and exhibition of large format works
of art on paper. This study yielded a multitude of solutions
regarding innovative display methods and materials. 

Current exhibition aesthetics, as well as size-related
problems of handling, often dictate the use of non-tradi-
tional framing or mounting methods for works on paper.
Lightweight rigid panels, including those developed for
use in architectural and signage industries, have found
practical application in the field of paper conservation.
These composite materials provide versatile solutions for
the preservation of large format works of art.

This poster was designed to supplement the AIC con-
ference presentation by Michelle Facini and Debra Evans,
“Big Pa p e r, Big Problems: Preservation Issues of Large
Format Works on Pa p e r.” It provided conservators with
hands-on access to specific materials discussed in the pre-
sentation. Product samples were accompanied by
information on manufacture and composition, weight,
maximum dimensions, cost, availability, and industry-
related technical data.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The paper conservation laboratory of the Fine Arts
Museums of San Francisco was involved in a year- l o n g
research project exploring the exhibition and storage of
large format works on paper. Made possible by the Samuel
H. Kress Foundation, this study provided the opportunity
to survey conservators and other keepers of collections
about current storage and display methods. Materials used
in the signage and architectural industries were investigat-
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ed. Portions of the rigid support panels highlighted in this
research have not been created specifically for the preser-
vation market. However, these products are constructed
of materials commonly used in conservation. 

S A M P L E S

The samples displayed on this poster (fig. 1) range from
traditional paper supports to more modern polycarbonate
plastics and aluminum honeycomb products. Each of these
panel materials can be useful for both storage and exhibi-
tion of large format works on paper.

Archival Paper Supports:
Fo a m -X®, Gatorfoam®, Gatorplast®, Fo a m -X ® ,
Tycore®, Honeycomb Core
• High quality, acid-free materials
• Lightweight 
• Cost effective
• Easily manipulated using sharp blades
• Available in large panel sizes

Plastic and Polycarbonate Supports:
Coroplast®, Macrolux®
• High quality, rigid materials
• Lightweight 
• Cost effective
• Easily manipulated using sharp blades or woodworking

tools
• Available in large panel sizes
• Polycarbonate panels can be seamed or fitted together
• Available in a wide range of thicknesses

Aluminum Supports:
Alucobond®, Alumalite™, Aluminum Honeycomb
Panels, Dibond®, D-Lite™, Econolite™, Max-Corr™,
Teklam 
• High quality, rigid materials
• Lightweight 

Big Pa p e r, Big Pr o b l e m s :
Rigid Support Options for the Mounting and

Display of Large Format Works on Pa p e r

M I C H E L L E S. FAC I N I S T E P H A N I E LU SS I E R

This paper was presented as a poster at the AIC 31st Annual
Meeting, June 5–10, 2003, Arlington, Virginia. Received for pub-
lication Fall 2003.



• Cost effective
• Easily manipulated using woodworking tools
• Available in large standard and custom panel sizes
• Panels can be seamed or fitted together
• Maximum rigidity can be achieved using relatively thin

panels
Extruded aluminum reinforcement can be applied direct-
ly to the verso so panels may be installed directly to wall
surfaces
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TA B L E

The accompanying table further describes each rigid
support panel and is a useful guide for choosing an appro-
priate product. Industry-related technical data such as
composition, cost, thickness, weight, and maximum panel
dimensions are characterized. The information presented is
subject to manufacturers’ changes. Cost estimates are based
on local California distributors and conservation cata-
logues.
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Fig. 1. “Big Paper, Big Problems” poster with samples of paper supports



C O N C LU S I O N S

Cost effective and versatile, rigid support panels have
many potential uses in the storage and display of large for-
mat works on paper. Panels have been successfully used to
safely handle oversized works, in custom housing con-
structions, as secondary supports for temporary exhibits, in
the design of storage furniture, and as backing materials
for framing. In order to guide appropriate panel choices,
the individual needs of each object must be identified on a
c a s e - b y-case basis. Since manufacturers often change
product compositions without notice, contacting suppliers
for up-to-date materials information is recommended. In-
house testing of materials should always be considered to
evaluate the appropriate nature of materials for specific
projects.
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Pages 114–117: Table of rigid support panels
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